Trades in DAX index options with identical maturities cluster around particular classes of strike prices. For example, options with strikes ending on 50 are less traded than options with strikes ending on 00. Clustering is higher when options with close strike prices are good substitutes. The degree of substitution between options with neighboring strikes depends on the strike price grid and options' characteristics. Using regression analysis we analyze the relation between clustering, grid size, and the options' characteristics. To our knowledge this paper is the first to explore how the grid size of strike prices affects options' trading volume.
Introduction
On a typical day, trading activity in DAX index options on the Eurex follows a sawtooth pattern. For options with the same maturity date turnover is high on one strike price, drops for the next highest strike price, and rebounds for the second-next highest strike price, etc. 1 Why does trading activity cluster around some strike prices? What factors determine the cross-sectional distribution of trading volume for option series with identical maturity dates? Answers to these questions have important implications for market design. When an exchange decides on the grid size of strike prices for option contracts it has to consider the effect this has on the overall trading volume. On the one hand, if the grid is too coarse, trading volume might be low because some traders do not find a contract tailored to their needs. On the other hand, if the grid is too fine overall volume on the exchange might decrease because individual contracts have too little trading volume because demand is divided among many contracts. Intuitively, if options with different strike prices are good substitutes the strike price grid can be coarser than if they are bad substitutes.
The phenomenon of clustering has been extensively analyzed in a different context. In many financial markets transaction prices cluster around round price fractions (Grossman, Miller, Cone, and Fischel 1997, Gwilym, Clare, and Thomas 1998) . Ball, Torus, and Tschoegl (1985) argue that the amount of information available in the market could determine the market participants' degree of price resolution. To simplify negotiations traders might restrict trading to a discrete price set that is coarser than the price set available (Harris 1991 , Harris 1994 .
In option markets the exchange has to choose not only the minimum tick size but also the strike price grid and the maturity structure of option contracts. For the same underlying asset and the same maturity date there typically exist several option contracts which differ only in their strike prices. In the spirit of Harris (1991) 's negotiation hypothesis, traders may use discrete strike price sets which are coarser than the strike price set introduced by the exchange. This could facilitate negotiations which are along two dimensions for options, namely prices and strike prices. Moreover, as in Ball, Torus, and Tschoegl (1985) 's price resolution hypothesis, traders possibly choose their desired strike price gradation depending on how accurately they can forecast the value of the underlying asset on the maturity date of the option. If traders use coarser strike price gradations than the exchange's strike price set this results in clustering of trading activity for option series with the same time to maturity. This paper examines the relation between trading activity in different contracts in the DAX index options market. The Eurex' institutional features segment the markets for options with identical maturity dates according to their strike prices into three strike classes. In the following, 200-strike options refer to the strike class containing all options traded on the 200 index point grid, i.e. with strike prices ending on 000, 200, 400, 600, or 800; 100-strike options are traded on the 100 index point grid comprising strikes ending on 100, 300, 500, 700, or 900; 50-strike options are traded on the 50 index point grid with strikes ending on 50. The additional hybrid 100/200-strike class contains all options that are either 100-or 200-strike options. Options with time to maturity exceeding one year all belong to the 200-strike class.
The exchange starts introducing 100-strike options one year before maturity and 50strike options six months before maturity. 200-strikes are more frequently traded than 100-strikes, and 100/200-strikes are more frequently traded than 50-strikes. This clustering of trading activity is partly due to differences in open interest. On average 200-strikes are older than 100-strikes and therefore have typically accumulated higher open interest than the 100-strikes. Similarly, the open interest on 100/200-strikes is typically higher than on 50-strikes. Our hypothesis is that clustering of trading activity depends on the degree of substitution between options with close strike prices. We maintain that the degree of substitution between options not only depends on open interest but also on the level of the DAX index, time to maturity, the volatility of DAX index returns, options' moneyness, and options' deltas.
If options with close strike prices are good substitutes traders would like to concentrate their trades on one contract to generate liquidity. We hypothesize that the sequential introduction of strike prices serves as a coordination device, making particular strike classes focal. 200-strikes are more attractive than 100-strikes and 100/200-strikes are more attractive than 50-strikes. We introduce two measures of clustering of trading activity and estimate the relation between clustering and the options' characteristics to test our hypotheses. A regression analysis supports our predictions about the impact of the options' characteristics on clustering and about the relative attractiveness of the different strike classes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the institutional features of the DAX index options market. Section 3 explains what factors affect clustering. Section 4 contains the empirical analysis of clustering of trading activity.
Section 5 summarizes results and gives conclusions.
Market Description
DAX index options trade on the Eurex which is an order driven electronic trading system that ranks orders and quotes by their price and time precedence. Market makers in DAX index options have to respond to at least 50 percent of quote requests during each trading day. These have to be filled within one minute with quotes not exceeding a maximum spread of 15 percent and with a minimum quoted depth of 20 contracts. In exchange they face lower transaction fees (Deutsche Börse 2001b).
Options on the DAX 30 stock index are European style and have a contract value of ¿ five per index point. On every trading day the menu of available call and put options includes eight different maturity classes. All contracts expire on the third Friday of their respective expiry months or, if this is a holiday, on the last prior exchange day. For options in the first three maturity classes these expiry dates are in the three succeeding months, respectively. Contracts in maturity classes four, five, and six expire in the succeeding three quarterly expiration months (March, June, September, and December), respectively. Maturity classes seven and eight comprise the succeeding two half-year expiration months (June and December).
DAX index options' strike prices are restricted to lie on price grids with grid sizes of 50, 100, or 200 index points. The Eurex' rules for introducing new option series mandate that strike prices for option series with remaining time to maturity of more than 12 months have a price gradation of 200 index points, those with a remaining term of six to 12 months have a price gradation of 100 index points, and those with less than six months to maturity have a price gradation of 50 index points (Deutsche Börse 2000a, Deutsche Börse 2001a).
The menu of option series ranges from a minimum of five strikes for maturities longer than six months to a minimum of nine strikes for shorter terms. In the DAX Futures market contracts are valued at ¿25 per index point. The futures' maturities do not always match those of the DAX index options since contracts are available only for the succeeding three quarterly settlement dates, i.e. the maximum term is nine months.
Factors Affecting Clustering
Our hypothesis is that the degree of substitution between neighboring 50-strike and 100/200-strike options, and between neighboring 100-strike and 200-strike options determines the extent of clustering. When two options with neighboring strike prices are close substitutes trading activity concentrates on the more attractive option. Additionally, we argue that the sequential nature of introduction of strike classes leads to 200-strikes being more attractive than 100-strikes and 100/200-strikes being more attractive than 50-strikes. We consider the following factors which affect the degree of substitution between options:
Level of the DAX index
When the level of the DAX index goes up the absolute difference in strike prices between neighboring options relative to the index level decreases and, therefore, becomes economically less meaningful. 2 The smaller the relative distance is between options (in terms of their strike prices) the higher is the degree of substitution between them.
Hence, clustering should increase when the level of the DAX index is high and decrease when the level of the index is low, ceteris paribus.
Time to maturity and volatility of index returns
Many investors in option markets are directional traders who pursue buy-and-hold strategies, i.e. they close their positions near maturity or exercise options. These traders are interested in the index level at or near maturity. The accuracy with which traders can predict the final index level decreases with increasing time to maturity and increasing volatility of the index returns. If investors' predictions become less precise, small differences in strike prices are less important to them. 3 Hence, in choosing between neighboring options which have small strike price distances, such as 50 or 100 index points, trading will concentrate on the more attractive strike classes. This means that clustering should increase with volatility and time to maturity.
Options' deltas
An option's delta gives the sensitivity of the option's price to changes in the index level. Market makers usually combine options with different deltas in order to minimize exposure to risk by keeping the delta of their total position close to zero. Other traders also require a particular delta for their hedging needs. For these types of traders two options with similar deltas are close substitutes. Therefore, one can expect clustering to increase with the absolute value of differences in options' deltas.
Options' moneyness
In options markets trading tends to concentrate around the at-the-money point and volume decreases for options that are further away from the at-the-money point. We expect clustering to increase for options that are farther away from the money since traders strive to coordinate trades to generate volume.
Options' open interest
Open interest is a sign of potential future turnover in an option because it affects the number of positions that will be closed out. If two neighboring options do not differ much When options are close substitutes traders are interested in coordinating their trades in order to increase the volume on the option series they hold. One way coordination can be achieved is if some strike classes become focal. We argue that the sequential introduction of strike prices makes 200-strikes more attractive than 100-strikes and 100/200-strikes more attractive than 50-strikes.
Analysis of Clustering in Trading Activity
We define two measures of clustering in trading activity. The first measure captures clustering in an aggregate sense by comparing total transaction volumes across different strike classes. The second measure gauges clustering between pairs of neighboring options belonging to different strike classes. We regress the two measures on the factors (1) Summary statistics for the four measures of clustering are reported in Table 1 . ( 1 DAX t ), time to maturity (ttm t ) as well as its square to account for possible non-linear maturity effects. The daily GARCH(1,1) volatility of the index logreturns (vol t ) serves as a proxy for the impact of volatility on clustering. Section 3 outlined the impact of differences in option deltas on clustering.
Neighboring options' deltas differ not only because, ceteris paribus, they have different strike prices, but also because changing the strike price implies moving along the implied volatility smile. Visual inspection of the option delta as a function of the strike price (accounting for changing implied volatility) reveals that it can be well approximated by a linear function. 6 For every trading day and maturity class we compute the derivative of the at-the-money delta with respect to the strike price. The absolute value of this derivative serves as a regressor which captures the effect of differences in deltas ( ∂δt ∂strike m=1 ). For near-to-maturity options, computing the implied volatility from the data makes little sense since implied volatilities are very unstable. Therefore, we include the delta-regressor only for options with time to maturity exceeding seven days.
To capture the impact of open interest on clustering we include the previous trading day's value of the appropriate aggregate measure of clustering for open interest, AO t−1 .
Clustering of 50-strike versus 100/200-strike options
As noted in Section 4.1.1, for all but the first maturity class on a considerable number of days there are no transactions on 50-strike options. Running regressions only for those 6 The procedure for estimating the implied volatility smile is described in Appendix A.
days on which the measure is defined potentially biases results. We use a two-stage estimation procedure to account for this problem.
First, we estimate regressions restricting the sample to the first maturity class for which the aggregate measure of clustering is always defined. Table 2 summarizes the results.
The first set of regressions contains only short-term options with less than eight days to maturity and does not include the delta-regressor. The second set of regressions uses the remaining sample and includes the full set of regressors.
[ After estimating the models including the full set of regressors (full models) we test against the full models for joint significance of variables using a Wald test and reestimate the restricted specifications.
All coefficients in the restricted specifications are significant except for some intercepts.
For short-term call options, ttm t and vol t explain 58 percent of the variation in the clustering measure. With the same regressors and ttm 2 t , 67 percent of the variation in the clustering measure for short-term put options is explained. For call options with time to maturity exceeding seven days, an R 2 of 0.37 is achieved with ttm t , AO t−1 , and vol t . For put options, 1 DAXt and the delta-regressor lead to an R 2 of 0.34. Contrary to the prediction in Section 3 we obtain a positive coefficient on 1 DAXt . Next, we consider maturity classes two to four. For the pooled data we apply a twostep estimation procedure similar to that in Heckman (1979) to account for the potential selection bias introduced by the truncation of the sample when there are no transactions on 50-strikes. 7
We assume that there exists a latent variable u t that takes on positive values whenever the aggregate transaction volume on 50-strikes is nonzero and that takes on non-positive values otherwise, i.e.
We also assume that there exists a latent variable y t that takes on the values of the aggregate measure of clustering AC 100/50 t whenever it is defined, i.e. whenever u t > 0, and that is unobserved otherwise, i.e
The two latent variables are assumed to depend on two sets of regressors, z t and x t ,
Assumption 1 The residuals t and ν t are bivariate normally distributed.
The variance of the residuals t is normalized to one: V ar( t ) ≡ 1.
The covariance between the residuals in the two equations is a linear function of regres-
The covariance specification captures heteroscedasticity in the latent variable equation (8) and a possibly non-constant correlation between the residuals in Eqs. (7) and (8).
With these assumptions, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 1
Under Assumption 1,
where
where φ() and Φ() are the pdf and cdf of the standard normal distribution, respectively.
The proof is a straightforward extension of that given in Heckman (1979) and is omitted.
Based on Eq. (7) we estimate by maximum likelihood the probability of observing positive transaction volume on 50-strikes. The regressors z t in the probit equation include 1 transactionst is a measure of transaction frequency. After appropriate scaling it can be interpreted as the average number of minutes that elapse between transactions on that particular trading day. 8 Larger time intervals between 8 George and Longstaff (1993) use this measure in their study of trading activity in the S&P100 index trades, i.e. a lower trading frequency in the option market, increase the incentive of traders to coordinate transactions on the more attractive 100/200-strikes. This effect decreases the probability of observing volume on 50-strikes. Table 3 summarizes the results. All coefficients, except those on 1 DAX t , have the expected signs. As in the first maturity class, we test against the full model using a Wald test to obtain the restricted specifications reported. Contrary to our prediction, the sign for the coefficient on 1 DAX t is always negative and significant.
[ From these results we obtain an estimate of the correction term M t for the secondstep regression based on Eq. (11). Because the second-step regression relies on an estimated quantity and due to Ass. 1, the residuals in the second-step regression are heteroscedastic. To consistently estimate standard errors, we use the Newey and West (1987) estimator. For the covariance specification, based on Ass. 1, we specify the set of regressors b t to include all the significant regressors in the restricted probit model and the full set of regressors x t in the second-step regression. Again, a Wald test is applied to obtain the restricted specifications, which are reported together with the other results in Table 4 .
[ Focusing on the restricted models, all regressors are significant and have the expected signs, with the exception of the coefficient on 1 DAX t , which again has the wrong sign and is significant. Fig. 1 plots the estimated covariance between the residuals in Eqs. (7) and (8).
For puts and calls the covariance is negative with few exceptions. Assuming that the correlation of the error terms is constant, we can interpret the coefficients in terms of their impact on the variance in the second-step regression. The variance of the residuals options market. A similar measure -the inverse of the square root of the number of transactions -is used by Harris (1991) and Gwilym, Clare, and Thomas (1998) in their studies of price clustering.
for both call and put options increases with higher volatility of the DAX index returns and with the length of time intervals between transactions. Moreover, for call options, the variance increases with time to maturity and with larger values of the delta-regressor, whereas it is lower for larger values of the ratio of open interests. Intuitively, this means that the variance of the unexplained part of clustering is lower when neighboring options are better substitutes.
[FIGURE 1 about here]
It is instructive to compare these results to simple regressions, not corrected for selectivity bias, which are also reported in Table 4 . For call options the coefficient on ttm t has the wrong sign and is significant while the coefficient on the delta-regressor is not significant. Moreover, the R 2 is considerably lower than in the regression corrected for selectivity bias. Simply adding the inverse Mills ratio M t , i.e. assuming a homoscedastic selection model, increases R 2 from 0.17 to 0.29. Similar results hold for put options. Including only the inverse Mills ratio M t increases R 2 from 0.13 to 0.29.
These results underscore the importance of accounting for incidental truncation in the regression framework.
Clustering of 100-strike versus 200-strike options
Truncation is a minor issue for the aggregate measure of clustering for 100-strike versus 200-strike options since there are only 20 (22) truncated observations among call (put) options (cf. Table 1 ). These are not sufficiently many to estimate a selection model. To make results comparable to the case of 50-strike versus 100/200-strike options, we run separate regressions for the first maturity class. Then we pool the data for maturity classes one to four, using only options with time to maturity exceeding seven days. Table   5 summarizes results for the first maturity class.
For call options with less than eight days to maturity only AO t−1 is significant and it has the right sign. The R 2 is only 0.08 compared to an R 2 of 0.61 for 50-strike versus 100/200-strike options (cf. Table 2 ). Only the intercept is significant for put options.
For call options with time to maturity exceeding seven days only AO t−1 and the deltaregressor are significant and they have the expected signs. The R 2 of 0.40 is comparable to that in the case of 50-strike versus 100/200-strike call options. For put options only the coefficient on the delta-regressor is significant and the R 2 of 0.17 is much lower than that for 50-versus 100/200-strike puts. Table 6 summarizes results for the second set of regressions. For both call and put options all coefficients have their expected signs. The regressors ttm t , AO t−1 , 1 DAX t , and the delta-regressor explain roughly 30 percent of the variation in the aggregate measure of clustering for call options. In the case of 100-versus 200-strike put options ttm t , vol t , and the delta-regressor explain roughly 17 percent of the variation in clustering.
[ 
Regression Results
Selection bias is a potential problem for regressions using the pairwise measure, and we carry out a two-step estimation procedure similar to the one employed for the aggregate measure of clustering in Section 4.2.2. Because individual options for all strike classes often are not traded we have to estimate three selection equations.
We assume there exist three latent variables, u 50 it , u 100 it , and u 200 it , which take on positive values whenever the transaction volume on the option in the corresponding strike class is nonzero, and which take on non-positive values otherwise, i.e.
where K k t is the set of k-strike class options on day t.
To fix ideas, we focus on the case of 100-vs 200-strike options in the following. We and their residuals are assumed to be uncorrelated. 
With the above assumption we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 2
Under Assumption 2,
The proof is again a straightforward extension of that in Heckman (1979) . For 50-versus 100/200-strikes Ass. 2 applies separately to the set of pairs of 50-strikes neighboring a 100-strike and the set of pairs of 50-strikes neighboring a 200-strike.
Probit estimation
In the selection equations the set of regressors z it comprises 1 DAX it , ttm it , ttm 2 it , and vol it , as in the selection equation for the aggregate measure of clustering in Section 4.1.2. The absolute value of the option's delta captures the impact of the option's risk on the probability of observing transactions. Additional regressors are the absolute moneyness of the option, defined as strike DAX it − 1 , and interactions with ttm it and ttm 2 it . Moreover, we include the option's open interest at the end of the previous trading day, O i,t−1 . We include the interaction ttm it O i,t−1 to test the prediction in Section 3 that open interest should matter more for the choice of strike prices when time to maturity is long.
For reasons of brevity we report results only for the pooled data with time to maturity exceeding seven days, summarized in Table 8 . The coefficients on ttm it , ttm 2 it , O i,t−1 , and the delta-regressors are all significant and have the expected signs. Coefficients on the interactions between moneyness and ttm it also have the expected signs when they are significant. The interaction ttm it O i,t−1 is significant only in the probit equations for 200-strike options. Coefficients take on negative values for both call and put options, contrary to our predictions.
[ For call options the coefficient on 1 DAX it always has a negative sign and is significant except for 200-strike options. For put options coefficients are significant only for 100and 200-strike options, and they are positive. Some care is required in interpreting these results. For small values of 1 DAX it the economic importance of strike price differences decreases, and options become better substitutes. In the case of 100-strike options, some transactions shift from 50-strike options to 100-strike options, increasing the probability of observing positive volume on 100-strikes. However, some transactions shift from 100-strike options to 200-strike options as well, decreasing the probability of observing positive volume on 100-strikes. While the impact on 100-strikes is ambiguous, for 50strikes this should reduce the probability of observing volume and increase it for 200strikes. Hence, the signs of the coefficients on 1 DAX it for 200-strike call options are inconsistent with our hypothesis.
The regressor vol it always has a significant coefficient that is positive for 100-and 200strike options and that is negative for 50-strikes. When the DAX index becomes more volatile demand for options tends to increase (demand effect) and at the same time clustering should increase (substitution effect). The two effects unambiguously should increase the probability of volume on 200-strikes, which is confirmed by the estimation results. For 100-strikes the impact of substitution is ambiguous, following a similar reasoning to that for 1 DAX it , and the data reveal that the increased demand effect prevails over the substitution effect. This is not surprising, since clustering of 100-versus 200strikes is typically less pronounced than clustering of 50-strikes versus 100/200-strikes.
In contrast, for 50-strikes the substitution effect outweighs the increased demand effect.
Second-stage estimation
In the second-step regressions the set of regressors x it contains 1 DAX it , ttm it , ttm 2 it , and To capture the impact of differences in option deltas we include additional regressors. If the attractive option has a higher delta than its counterpart it becomes less attractive relative to the neighbor because it is riskier. To illustrate how this affects clustering, consider two neighboring 100-and 200-strike call options. For small differences between the two options' deltas options are good substitutes and trades should concentrate on the more attractive option. However, if the 200-strike has a higher delta than its 100strike counterpart, this has a countervailing effect on clustering since some traders prefer the less risky 100-strike option over the 200-strike. In the other case, if the 100-strike has a higher delta than the 200-strike, this exacerbates clustering.
To measure differences in deltas we use the absolute value of the log ratio of the two deltas, i.e. |ln (δ 1 it ) − ln (δ 2 it )|. Because the impact of differences in options' deltas is predicted to be asymmetric we include two regressors. The first regressor takes on the absolute value of the log ratio of the two deltas whenever the option from the lower strike class (i.e. 50-or 100-strike) has a larger absolute delta than its counterpart (i.e. 100/200-or 200-strike) and takes on zero otherwise. The second regressor takes on the absolute value of the log ratio of the two deltas whenever the option from the higher strike class has a larger absolute delta than its counterpart and takes on zero otherwise. Moreover, when comparing transaction volumes for two neighboring options, one would expect the option that is farther away from the money to be less actively traded, ceteris paribus. For example, for 100-versus 200-strike call options, clustering should increase for option pairs that are farther away from the at-the-money point. If the 100-strike's absolute distance from the at-the-money point is greater than that for the 200-strike, this exacerbates clustering. However, if the 200-strike lies farther away from the money than the 100-strike, clustering will be less severe since some trades are drawn away from the 200-strike. To account for this we include the average absolute moneyness of the two options in the pair (
) and a dummy (I m it ) which takes on value one if the option from the lower strike class (i.e. 50-or 100-strike) has a larger absolute moneyness than its counterpart (i.e. 100/200-or 200-strike) and takes on zero otherwise.
To correct for potential selection biases we include the correction terms M k it obtained from the probit estimation. The set of regressors b k it in the covariance terms b k it ξ k includes all the regressors in x it as well as those from the corresponding probit estimations, z k it . To avoid collinearity problems the average value of absolute moneyness is used instead of the corresponding variables in the probit equations and only the delta-regressors that capture differences in deltas are included.
Results for the second-stage regressions are reported in Table 9 . The coefficients on ttm it and P O i,t−1 are always significant and have the right signs. The interaction between P O i,t−1 and ttm it is significant only for 100-strike versus 200-strike options. It always has a negative coefficient, contrary to our predictions. Clustering for 50-versus 100/200-strike options decreases when the DAX index level increases, as in the case of aggregate clustering. In contrast, for 100-strike versus 200-strike options the coefficient on 1 DAX it has the expected sign. The coefficient on vol it always has the right sign, when it is significant. For 100-strike versus 200-strike options, clustering increases with moneyness, as expected. Moneyness has the opposite effect on clustering for 50-strike versus 100/200-strike call options. We do not have an explanation for this result. The dummy I m it is always significant with the predicted positive coefficient. There is no clear pattern for the interaction between I m it and moneyness. The absolute value of the first deltaregressor is smaller than the absolute value of the second delta-regressor in all cases, which confirms our conjecture about the impact of options' riskiness on clustering.
Selection is important for 50-strike versus 100/200-strike options. As for the aggregate measure of clustering ttm is significant and has the wrong sign in the regressions not corrected for selectivity bias. Adding the two inverse Mills ratios M k it to these regressions increases R 2 from 0.25 (0.21) to 0.41 (0.41) for call (put) options. For 100-strike versus 200-strike options selection is less important. Adding the two inverse Mills ratios to the simple regressions not corrected for selectivity bias only leads to a minor increase in R 2 , from 0.14 (0.13) percent to 0.16 (0.14) for call (put) options.
Conclusion
This paper analyzes the impact of options' characteristics on the cross-sectional distribution of trading activity in contracts with different strike prices in the DAX index options market. In this market trading clusters around particular strike prices.
The main hypothesis is that this clustering of trading activity depends on the degree of substitution between options with neighboring strike prices. When two options with nearby strike prices are close substitutes, trading concentrates on the option belonging to the more attractive strike class. We maintain that 200-strikes are more attractive than 100-strikes, and that 100/200-strikes are more attractive than 50-strikes.
The empirical analysis is based on two measures of clustering of trading activity which we regress on options' characteristics. The first measure of clustering is roughly the log of the ratio of aggregate transaction volumes in two different strike classes. In the case of 50-strike versus 100/200-strike options, this aggregate measure of clustering is not always defined since on some trading days there is no volume on 50-strike options. We find that this sample truncation leads to selectivity bias in a simple regression framework.
To overcome this problem we use a two-step estimation procedure similar to the classic Heckman (1979) approach.
The second measure of clustering is the log ratio of transaction volume on two options with neighboring strike prices. It allows for a more detailed analysis of how individual options' characteristics, such as moneyness, affect transaction clustering. For this measure the sample is severely truncated because individual options in all strike classes frequently witness no turnover, and the measure is not defined. To correct for selectivity bias we again use a Heckman-style two-step estimation procedure. This correction appears to be particularly important for the 50-strike versus 100/200-strike case.
Our analysis finds that differences in open interest and other factors, such as time to maturity, the volatility of DAX index returns, options' moneyness, and the options' deltas, impact clustering of trading activity. The signs of the coefficients in the regressions generally confirm our hypotheses about the way in which these factors affect clustering and the attractiveness of different strike classes.
To our knowledge this paper is the first to analyze the impact of the strike price grid on the cross-sectional distribution of trading volume in options markets. In future research we want to establish the relationship between strike price gradations, the cross-sectional distribution of trading volume and overall trading volume. This would have important implications for market design.
A Estimation of the Implied Volatilities
On every trading day we match DAX option prices with the nearest-to-maturity DAX futures prices. Only transactions that are at most 5 minutes apart are considered. We obtain the implied spot level of the DAX for the corresponding 5-minute intervals by inverting a simple futures pricing formula. The fair price of a future is assumed to be the continuously compounded spot price of the underlying. 9 That is,
where T F : future's maturity, S t,m : (implied) underlying index in the mth 5-minute interval on day t, F t,m : nearest-to-maturity futures contract in the mth 5-minute interval on day t, r : risk-free rate for future's term (T F − t).
We compute the implied spot price of the DAX index by inverting Eq. (24) and using the average futures price over the respective 5-minute interval. The appropriate riskfree interest rate is obtained by linearly interpolating EUR-Libor rates bracketing the option's maturity. 10 Based on this sample of matched option prices, spot prices, strike prices, and interest rates, we calculate the implied volatilities by inverting the Black and Scholes (1973) formula. Following Hafner and Wallmeier (2000) , we approximate the smile on every trading day by fitting a smooth differentiable spline function whose segments join at the at the money point via ordinary least squares. The general specification allows for quadratic function segments for the in-and out-of-the-money ranges, respectively. That is,
0 if M ≤ 1, (strike below the at-the-money point)
1 if M > 1 (strike above the at-the-money point)
. 9 The DAX index is computed assuming reinvestment of dividends after corporate income tax on distributed gains (Deutsche Börse 2000b). German income tax law in effect in 1999 and 2000 treats dividends as if they included corporate income tax. Thus, the above futures pricing formula is not exactly the fair price if the marginal investor's personal income tax rate differs from the corporate income tax rate. For a discussion of this issue see Hafner and Wallmeier (2000) . In our data this problem appears to be a minor one. 10 The interest rate convention for LIBOR rates is linear and therefore rates have to be converted to continuous compounding first.
The restriction is imposed that the two segments join at the at-the-money-point M * = 1, i.e. β 0 + β 1 + β 2 = 1. Moreover, the smile is assumed to be a smooth, differentiable function with minimum at M * = 1, i.e.
Hence, the final specification to be fitted to the data is given by a Regression coefficients and Newey-West standard errors are reported. *** stands for 1 percent, ** for 5 percent, and * for 10 percent significance levels, respectively. b The p-value is reported in brackets below the Wald Test statistic which is distributed χ 2 (q) under the null hypothesis that the model with q restrictions is true. a Regression coefficients and Huber-White standard errors are reported. *** stands for 1 percent, ** for 5 percent, and * for 10 percent significance levels, respectively. b The p-value is reported in brackets below the Wald Test statistic which is distributed χ 2 (q) under the null hypothesis that the model with q restrictions is true. a Regression coefficients and Newey-West standard errors are reported. *** stands for 1 percent, ** for 5 percent, and * for 10 percent significance levels, respectively. b The p-value is reported in brackets below the Wald Test statistic which is distributed χ 2 (q) under the null hypothesis that the model with q restrictions is true. a Regression coefficients and Newey-West standard errors are reported. *** stands for 1 percent, ** for 5 percent, and * for 10 percent significance levels, respectively. b The p-value is reported in brackets below the Wald Test statistic which is distributed χ 2 (q) under the null hypothesis that the model with q restrictions is true. a Regression coefficients and Newey-West standard errors are reported. *** stands for 1 percent, ** for 5 percent, and * for 10 percent significance levels, respectively. b The p-value is reported in brackets below the Wald Test statistic which is distributed χ 2 (q) under the null hypothesis that the model with q restrictions is true. Regression coefficients and Huber-White standard errors are reported. *** stands for 1 percent, ** for 5 percent, and * for 10 percent significance levels, respectively. b
The p-value is reported in brackets below the Wald Test statistic which is distributed χ 2 (q) under the null hypothesis that the model with q restrictions is true. The absolute value of the average moneyness of the two neighboring options. 
